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FORWARD 
The purpose of this training unit is to provide training to Employment 
Service staff in the basic fundamentals of occupational classification, 
and through practice exercises, develop practical skill in the classi-
fication of application cards. 
The unit may be used for training new Employment Service staff as well 
as for refresher training to experienced employees. It may be used as 
self study or in group training sessions. 
Training in application taking and the Dictionary of Occupational titles, 
Volumes I and II, must have been completed before beginning this unit. 
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OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Occupational classification is defined as the process whereby 
an interviewer selects those facts about an individual which 
have occupational significance, and evaluates, summarizes 
and identifies them in terms of specific occupations or Areas 
of Work as defined in the DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES. 
Primarily, the purpose of occupational classification is to 
facilitate the selection of job applicants by permitting 
application cards of applicants who possess similar or related 
qualifications to be grouped together in the files. The 
occupational titles and codes assigned: 
a. Indicate an applicant's qualifications and potential 
abilities. 
b. Facilitates consideration of the applicant for all job 
openings for which he qualifies. 
c. Links the interview of an applicant to the selection of 
the applicant for referral. 
Wben an applicant comes into the local Employment office, he 
does so for the purpose of seeking assistance in selling the 
body of skills, knowledges, abilities, physical status, apti-
tude, traits, and interests which he possesses. Therefore, 
the occupational titles and codes assigned to his application 
card should reflect an interpretation and weighing of all the 
significant facts brought out during the interview. 
Skills 
Know ledges 
Ability 
Physical Status 
Aptitudes 
Interests 
-use of knowledge to execute or perform 
effectively and readily. 
-background, adequacy of information, 
''know-how.'' 
-proficiency in any kind of work or activity. 
-the physical capacity to do the job, or 
ability to perform certain tasks of the 
job. 
-potential or undeveloped abilities 
-choice of vocation, job satisfaction 
through desire to do that job. 
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II. BASIC GUIDELINES FOR OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION 
The basic rule of occupational classification states that an appli-
cation card must have adequate coding: 
a. To reflect the kind of work the applicant knows how to do. 
b. To reflect his potentialities. 
c. To insure that he will receive consideration for a job. 
1. All significant work experience of the applicant must be 
adequately covered in the occupational classification of 
the applicant. 
2. Only when an applicant cannot perform the duties of the job 
or he states he will not accept work in a specific occupation 
may the occupational title and code be omitted from the appli-
cation card. 
a. When a significant occupation is omitted from the occu-
pational classification because of refusal to accept work, 
this refusal must be noted in the comments section. 
b. A clear distinction must be made between refusal to accept 
work in an occupation and a preference for a certain 
occupation. 
c. A classification in an occupation cannot be omitted 
merely because job possibilities in the oc.cupation are 
limited; if the classification appears to be "dead-end" 
the interviewer must attempt to assign another classifi-
cation. 
d. If an applicant refuses work in an occupation he should 
be questioned as to his acceptance of jobs in a related 
occupation. 
3. Applications must be coded according to the rules of occupational 
classification e.g. not based solely upon labor market conditions, 
immediate job opportunities or for filing in a specific placement 
unit. 
4. The primary classification should not be narrowly interpreted 
to mean classification in the applicant's last job held or his 
longest employment. His total experience and training should 
be explored along with his placement potential and interests to 
arrive at a realistic classification. Therefore, the interviewer 
may assign either a DOT I or an entry code as a primary classi-
fication. 
5. Sound judgment must be exercised in assigning classifications. 
Major emphasis should be placed on assuring that any occupational 
classification assigned an applicant is practical and is assigned 
primarily to help him find suitable work. 
III. CLASSES OF EVIDENCE 
In assigning a classification to an application card, there are several 
classes of information which should be considered as evidence of a worker's 
qualifications. They are: 
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a. Work experience 
b. Training 
c. Personal characteristics 
-what the applicant has done 
on the jobs he held. 
~hat he has learned. 
~hat he is as an individual. 
Each class of evidence must be examined in relation to its bearing 
on the other. 
A. Work Experience 
Each job or work experience of the applicant must be evaluated in 
the light of the following three factors: 
Content - This is significant to the extent that it is 
composed of a number of tasks which require specific 
skills, knowledge, and ability on the part of the worker 
not usually possessed by an inexperienced worker. 
Turn to the definition of AUTOMOBILE MECHANIC on page 32 
of the D.O.T. I and notice the variety of tasks necessary 
to perform the job adequately. 
Duration - This is significant to the extent that the 
worker remained on the job long enough to acquire the 
skills, knowledge and ability beyond that usually pos-
sessed by an inexperienced worker. 
If the AUTOMOBILE MECHANIC has been on the job only a 
relatively short period he would not have had the time 
necessary to develop his skills beyond that of an in-
experienced worker. 
Recency - This is significant to the extent that the 
skills developed have not been lost through disuse, or 
due to technological changes in the field. An AUTOMOBILE 
MECHANIC who had not worked at his trade for the past 
15 years would NEED ADDITIONAL TRAINING. 
1. Total Work Experience 
The applicant's total work experience should be reviewed 
for possible additional classifications. 
Additional classifications should be assigned in order to 
facilitate the consideration of the applicant for all jobs 
for which he is qualified. We know that there are many 
different jobs that require very similar experience, and 
that an applicant qualified in one job may be fully quali-
fied in several others as well. 
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In general, therefore, we can say that the additional 
classifications based on work experience should reflect 
the skills, knowledge and ability of an applicant that 
are marketable. 
Whenever pertinent proficiency test results are available, 
the interviewer uses the information to supplement his 
evaluation of an applicant's qualifications as shown by 
his work experience. It should be remembered that scores 
are not an absolute measure of an individual's qualifica-
tions, but that they are supplementary aids in reaching 
a final evaluation. 
2. Leisure Time Activity 
There are a great many leisure time activities which can be 
considered as part of an applicant's work experience. This 
and casual work experience may or may not qualify the appli-
cant for additional classifications. 
Leisure time activity and casual work experience are evalu-
ated in the same way as regular work experience; that is, 
in accordance with the three factors of content, recency, 
and duration. 
B. Training 
The purpose of any training which is vocationally significant is to 
prepare an individual to do a specific job or provide background in-
formation essential to a number of jobs in the same field. It is 
evaluated in the same manner as work experience. 
1. Content - This is significant to the extent that through 
practice and study it has added to the applicant's skills 
necessary for the performance of a particular job or field 
of work. 
a. Was the training adequate in terms of coverage and 
situations experienced? 
b. Was training received at an accredited institution? 
c. Did the applicant complete the training? 
d. Was the grade or level of training adequate? 
2. Duration - Duration is significant to the extent that the 
applicant has had sufficient time in which to develop, by 
practice and study, his skills, knowledge and abilities. 
3. Recency -Recency is important to the extent that the skills, 
knowledges and abilities developed through training, have not 
been lost through disuse, and have adequately met technological 
changes in methods and procedures. 
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C. Personal Characteristics 
This class of evidence represents the evaluation made by an 
interviewer during the course of an interview and should be used 
carefully in conjunction with other evidences of the applicant's 
qualifications. 
With respect to personal characteristics, we should consider the 
following: 
1. Physical status 
2. Aptitudes 
3. Vocational interests 
1. Physical Status 
This implies the physical capacity to do the job and is 
evaluated in the following three ways: 
a. The extent to which physical status affects the 
applicant's skills and ability for job performance. 
(A color-blind person cannot be a successful silk 
spotter.) 
b. The length of time the condition has existed. 1bis 
will give some indication of the chronic nature of 
the disease and its relationship to the applicant's 
previous work experience. 
c. The possibility of the condition being subject to 
change. Will a particualr occupation tend to pro-
duce a recurrence of a dormant ailment, or prevent 
a particular ailment from clearing up? 
2. Aptitudes 
Aptitudes are potential abilities. They cannot be evaluated 
in any precise manner during an interview, but may be esti-
mated by inference. The following may be used as indications 
of aptitudes: 
a. Test results may be used to determine the probability 
of an applicant's having the capacity to perform a job 
successfully. 
b. Success achieved in specific phases of the applicant's 
previous training or work experience provide clues to 
the presence of certain aptitudes. 
c. Leisure time activities involving skills, knowledge, 
and abilities similar to the occupation for which the 
applicant applies, is another source of evidence as to 
the individual's aptitude in that field. 
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3. Vocational Interests 
In evaluating vocational interest, we must not only consider 
the applicant's statement, but we must know what, if anything, 
has been done about it or what there is about him which sub-
stantiates his choice. 
The following types of evidence may be considered as substan-
tiating: 
a. The type of electives chosen in school. 
b. Leisure time activity as it relates to applicant's choice 
of work. 
c. Work experience as it substantiates vocational choice. 
d. Tools and equipment owned that reflect interest in the 
field. 
e. Greater than casual knowledge of the duties, pay, hours 
and other conditions of work relating to the chosen field. 
IV. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CLASSES OF EVIDENCE 
The next step in the process of classification is to consider the 
relationship between the classes of evidence which have previously 
been evaluated singly. By comparing each class of evidence with 
every other class the interviewer may discover: 
1. Evidence From More Than One Source. 
Qualifications for which there appears strong corroborating 
evidence from more than one source. This provides an unques-
tionable basis for occuaptional classification; e,g., an 
individual who has had more work experience as an automobile 
mechanic and, in addition, has completed a training course 
in auto mechanics at an accredited vocational school. 
2. Evidence From One Source Only, 
Qualifications which are indicated by one class of evidence 
alone, Strong evidence from work experience or training 
alone, likewise provides an unquestionable basis for an 
occupational classification. 
3. Evidence From Personal Characteristics Only. 
A qualification from which the only evidence comes from the 
applicant's personal characteristics is used as a basis for 
an occupational classification only when there is no other 
qualification apparent from the other two sources, 
4. Conflicting Evidence. 
Some qualifications for which two or more classes of evidence 
are inconsistent or even in conflict. These situations should 
be evaluated as follows: 
a. Work experience outweighs training. 
b. Work experience outweighs personal characteristics. 
c. Training outweighs personal characteristics. 
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V. ASSIGNING THE OCCUPATIONAL TITLES AND CODES 
The interviewer develops one or more occupational titles which 
represents all of the work for which the applicant is capable. 
The interviewer then considers the order of relative significance 
of the assigned classifications. 
1. Primary and additional titles 
The one title which best represents the work which would make 
the maximum use of the applicant's background is designated 
as the primary occupational classification. Titles other than 
the primary title, are called additional occupational titles. 
No attempt is made to establish a sequence among the additional 
classifications. Each one is as important as the other. 
2. Eliminating unnecessary additional coding 
Unnecessary additional codes are eliminated through the following 
procedures: 
a. Any classifications implied by the primary or other 
classification. 
(1) Classification for a broad occupational group is 
not given when a classification for a specific job 
within that group is to be assigned. 
(2) Classification for a specific job is not given when 
the tasks involved are on a lower skill level in the 
same field or work as another classification. 
(3) Separate classifications are not given for two or 
more specific jobs which carry the same code number. 
b. Any additional classification for an occupation or field 
of work which requires no occupation or characteristic 
other than a willingness to work. 
The interviewer should try to make certain that a primary 
classification for a specific job in which local opportunity 
for employment is limited, is accompanied by at least one 
additional classification in which there is at least some 
local opportunity for employment. 
VI. STEPS INVOLVED IN OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION 
The assignment of an occupational classification to an applicant 
usually takes place in three steps. 
1. The interviewer determines the possible classifications 
of an applicant, by 
a. evaluating work experience, training and personal 
characteristics 
b. determining specific jobs or fields or work to which 
evidence points 
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c. comparing the skills, knowledge and abilities (or potential) 
of the applicant with the qualifications required of the 
worker 
d. considering the tentative classifications in relation to 
one another. 
2. The interviewer tells the applicant the occupations or field 
of work for which he is classified and explains that he <vill 
be considered not only for these specific occupations but for 
other similar occupations for which he appears qualified. 
By this means two things may be accomplished: 
a. The interviewer verifies the tentative classifications he 
has chosen. 
b. The applicant learns the specific jobs or fields of work 
for which he will be given consideration in referral. 
c. In addition, the applicant may indicate: 
(1) that his preference is for work other than that in-
dicated by the primary occupational title and code, or 
(2) that he will not accept work in a specific occupa-
tion. 
In the first instance, the interviewer will assign another occu-
pational title and code as the primary title and code. If the 
applicant states he will not accept a particular job, the 
classification may be omitted from the ISES 511 Application 
Card. The refusal to accept work in this occupation should 
be shown under Comments. 
However, if the applicant states that he will not accept 
employment in a specific occupation, he should be questioned 
as to his willingness to accept employment in related occu-
pations. His job preferences should be explained under 
Comments. 
3. The interviewer enters the classification/s on the ISES 511 
Application Card. 
4. An additional Application Card, ISES 515 is prepared for each 
occupational classification assigned to the applicant in 
addition to the primary classification and ISES 512 is selected 
in the same color as that of the corresponding ISES 511 Appli-
cation Card. On the ISES 512 the additional occupational 
title is shown as the first title and code, and the primary 
as the second title and code. 
EXAMPLE: 
Primary-----
Additional--
Additional--
Additional--
Primary-----
ISES 511 APPLICATION 
PAINTER (cons t.) 
TRUCK DRIVER, HEAVY (any. ind.) 
TOOL CLERK (clerical) 
ISES 512 ADDITIONAL 
TRUCK DRIVER, HEAVY (any. ind.) 
PAINTER (canst.) 
840.781 
905.883 
223.387 
905.883 
840.883 
Additional--
Primary-----
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ISES 512 ADDITIONAL 
TOOL CLERK (clerical) 
PAINTER (const.) 
223.387 
840.883 
The following information is entered on the ISES 512 Additional 
Application Card: 
1. Selection factor blocks, as shown on primary card; 
2. Items 1 through 10, as shown on primary card; 
3. Additional occupational title and code on first line; 
4. Primary occupational title and code on second line; 
5. Skills, knowledge, and abilities; (optional) 
6. Item 20, Date and last subsequent date (if any) 

( 
lfork Experience 
1. Worked as Automobile Mechanic for 
Reliance Garage~ Inoo 
l5 yrs o, fra:n 5-53 to 5-68 
Repairs and overhau.ls autos and trucks 
working mainly on :!'ord and Chevrolet 
truckso Repairs or replaces parts such as 
pistons. rods11 gears" :va.~vesa.nd, bearings. 
OVerhauls and--replaces, oa.l'lm.retorsll blowers$ 
genera.torsg dis-tri ba:tors. -~starters$ and 
pumps. Rebuilds parts such as crankshafts 
and cylinder bloaks9 using lathes9 shapers, 
drill presses, and welding equipment. 
Rewires igui tion system, . lights, and 
inst~ent panel. Relines and adjusts 
brakes, alines front end, repairs or 
replaces shock absorbers, and solders 
leaks in radiator. U$es mechanio'"s tools 
including micrometers; calipers, and thick-
ness gages. 
2. Worked as Auto Mechanic Helper for same 
garage. 
2 yrs. from 6-51 to 5-53 
Exercise No. 1 
Henry Nelson 
( 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE SHEET 
Training 
1. Graduated from mgh School 
(regular academic course) 1951 
No vocationally significant 
training. 
( 
Pers.....J. Charact;erlstioa 
Physical. Status 
No physical diaabilitl_es 
Voea'tiona.l Preference 
No expressed vocational 
preference except 'to :follOW" 
ocou:pa:tions in which be has 
had experlmce. 
CLASSIITC!.TICN WORK CR&RT 
I m I T I PC I ocroPATTONAL =u I coDE 
--j'"''"''~"""'~""'"'"'"""'="'""''" ''"""'"'""·-=""~'"'''"'-"'"''"""'''''----~-=-----~----
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE SHEET 
Work Experience Training 
lo Worked as Machinist for Engle 
Aircraft Engine Parts Manu-
facturing CompanyQ 
5 yrs., fram 6-63 to 6-68 
Made and repaired airplane fittings 9 
working fra.m old parts 9 sketohes 9 
and blueprints. Set up and operated 
15-inch bed engine lathe, turret 
lathe9 universal ~lling machine, 
and power hacksawo Occasionally cut 
threads on pcrwer grinder$ Worked to 
+.0001 tolerance on steel barstoek, 
brass, aluminum alloy castings. 
Measured work piece;;; wlth scale, 
vernier calipers, or mi.crometero 
2. Worked as Engine Lathe Operator for 
Liberty Jl'a.rm Machinery Company. 
3 yrs., from 5-60 to 5.-63 
Operated a Dobbs and Hobson, MOdel ~ 
15-inch bed engine lathe to machine 
small parts for farm machinery (binders~ 
reapers, traotorS)o Wdtked on steel 
ba~stocko Machined to +.0001 toleranceo 
Used vernier calipers or-micraneter to 
measureo Occasionally set up lathe:; 
following blueprints. 
3Q Worked as Operator Helper ~or same campanyQ 
2 yrs., from 6-58 to 5-60 
Exercise No. 2 
Earl Martin 
lo GradUsted from Columbus High 
School9 1958c 
Took metal machines training 
course9 blueprint reading9 and 
shop mathematicse 
D_L'f 
Personal Characteristics 
Physical Status 
No physical disabilitieso 
Vocational Preference 
Wants machinist9 engine lathe$ 
or milling machine worlt::c 
~Clf 1!mllr C!!AR'!' 
.l'C ' '!'I'!'Ll!: I com: 
( 
( ( ( 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE SHEET 
Work E>::perlence Training Person"l Charaoterlstioa 
lo Wo~ed as Master Tailor for Martin & 
Martin, Tailors. 
6 yrs., from 5-62 to 5-68 
Fitted and measured custrnner8 
for men's coats and suits includ= 
ing evening wearo Cut paper or 
cloth patterns for all parts of 
suits and coatso Cut and sewed 
clotho Used hand and/or machine 
sewing. (single-needle Singer electric 
sewing ma.chine}o Marked some parts 
for machine sewing by assistanto 
M:t.de al tera. ti ons as required in 
connection with fittings. 
2. Wo:dted as Pattern Cutter for Pa:dter 
Gust em Tailors. 
1 yr., from 5-61 to 5-62 
Cut paper and cloth patterns for 
all parts of menas and wumenqs suits 
and coats" including evening wea.ro 
Made patterns from designer's 
sketches and measurements made of 
oustomero 
Exercise No" 3 
Arthur .Jones 
Completed 4 yrs., apprenticeship 
with Parker Custmn Tailors, 1961. 
Learned patternmaking and pattern 
cutting for men~s suits and coatso 
Learned fitting~ measuring9 sewing9 
and making alterationso 
Physical Statns 
No physical disabilities. 
Vocational Preference 
Wants custom tailoring jobo 
CLASSIFICATION W'ORK: Cl!4RT 
I n IT I PC I cr=ATIONAL m-1--1 co_DE _ 
i""-
Worl: Experlenoe 
1" Wo~ed as Paint Salesman for 
Williams and Williams, Paint 
Wholesalen~o 
5 yrs., from 4-63 to 4-68 
Contracted and solicited sales 
fran retail paint and hardware 
storese xn~ composition of 
outside and inside paints and 
en~els to be sold9 qualitys and 
comparison between other similar 
products~ Sold in city only~ 
arranged delivery of products; 
wrote up sales; knew price 
listingso 
2. Worked as a Paint Salesperson 
for BlaCk & White Hardware Store~ 
2 yrs,. from 6-61 to 4-63 
Sold paint ana hardware supplies 
to customers in store. Advised 
customers on paintg estimated 
amount of paint needed. wrote 
up sales tickets. operated cash 
register. 
3~ Worked as stock clerk for Black 
& White. 
1 yr. to 6-61 
Exercise Noo 4 
Edward Harris 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE SHEET 
Training 
lo Graduated from Holt High 
School (regular academi3 
cour•e) o 1960 
No vocationally significant 
subjectsc;o 
m: 
( 
'!' 
Personal Charaoterlstioo 
Physical Status 
No physical disabilitieo 
Vocational Preference 
Likes sales work and wants 
to continue selling paints to 
dealers concerning which he 
believes he has developed a 
thorough kncrwledgeo 
CLASSIFICATION WORK CHART 
l'C oct:UPATirnAL TI'l'LE' I com: 
I 
( 
Work Ex:peri enee 
lc Worlced as Rigger in u~ s-. Navy~ 
4 yrs., from ·4-64 to 4-68 
Rigged cable-operated tackle and 
fillings on ship board from rope 
or wire cable for cargo boama~ 
crane lines, life lines, radio 
aerials, and other riggings as 
required. Worked with manila or 
~re rope. Used oxyacetylene hand 
torch, wire cutters, and marlin 
pins to splice wire rope. Rigged 
"A" frames, gin poles9 stiff leg 
derricks, and Chicago boomso No 
canvas worko 
2. Worked as Rigger for Northern Lumber Coo 
5 yrs ., from 6-59 to 3-64 
Attached rigging to top of trees 
selected as spars, which are used in 
swinging or yarding logs from cutting 
area to landingo Climbed spar trees 
with safety belt, safety belt line, 
and climbing spurso Cut off limbs as 
climbed, with sawj used hand cross-saw 
to cut off tree trunk at proper heighto 
Attached block and pass line to tree 
with strapo Hauled up lead block9 line 
block and tree shoes and secured with 
strape 
Exercise Noo 5 
Chester Lewis 
( 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE 
Training 
Graduated from Newton High 
Schools 1957 ~ 
No vocationally significant 
courses" 
SHEET 
Personal Characteristics 
Physical Statilo 
No physical disabilitiesg 
Vocational Preference 
Wants any type of rig~ting 
job. 
CLt>.~SJFTC·~TT0H •·m~y rFA;T 
( 
I wo;; I T I J5C ·r=occu?ATTOCT~1 "'ITLE --,---t,,n;;-------
-+ ---------
(continued on next pageT 
.--L._ ____ --
Wvrk Experien<ae 
Tied in main lines and guy lineso 
Has climbed in spruce and hemleok 
timber. Has climbed up to 200 feet. 
Owns safety 1ine9 safety belt~ calked 
shoesp and climbing spurs~ 
3o Worked as Stave-Blocker leader for 
Northern Lumber Coo 
6 mos., from 11-58 to 4-59 
Loaded split short stave blocks onto 
truck by hand to be carried from 
woods to milla 
4o Worked as Off Bearer for Continental 
Lumber Coo 
1 yr •• from 11-57 to 11-58 
Caught pieces of lumber sawed to 
specified lengths as they fell from 
rip saw. StaCked by hand in pileso 
5" Unemployed after gradua ti on9 
Summer of 57. 
Exercise No. 5 (Cont'd.) 
Chester Lewis 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE SBIIT 
GLASSIITC!TION 'I!ORlr CHART 
I WE I T I R; I mNPATIW!AL TITLE l cow 
( ( ( 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE SHEET 
Work Experience Training Per::wnU Charaeterlstiea 
lo Worked as Barrel Weigher for 
Petroleum Refining Ceo 
2 yrso 9 from 6-66 to 6-68 
Weighed filled barrels of oil on 
platform scalese Determined net 
weight by deducting ta~ (weight 
on empty barrel~ stamped on out= 
side) fram weight shown on scalese 
Determined contents of barrels in 
terms of gallons by consulting 
chart of corresponding weights. 
Stenciled contents of barrel 
(gallons and 1/10 gallons) on 
barrel head with -fibro board 
stencil and inking brush. Rolled 
barrels on and off scales~ Weighed fram 
150 to 500 barrels in 8-hour shift. 
2o Worked as Yarn Weigher for Globe Woolen 
Textile Mills. 
3 yrs., fram 6-63 to 6-66 
Reeei ved incoming shipments of woolen 
yarno Weighed cases or packages on 
platfonn scales. Checked weight against 
invoice~ according to list furnished by 
Chief Clerk. Indicated on invoice depart-
ment to wnich yarn is to be allotedo 
3o Various insignificant odd jobs 
2 yrs to 15-63. 
Exercise No., 6 
William Lloyd 
1o G,;mpleted 2.' yrso at Vernon 
High School, 196lo 
No significant vocational 
subjeato. 
I n 
Ph;r•ical Status 
No physical disabilitieBo 
Vocational Preference 
No special vocational 
prefereneeo Would like job 
simdlar to ones held as 
weighero 
cr.A.S3IITC!TIOO 1'IURK CHART 
IT I PC I O::ClJPATIO!fAI. ~ I com: 
:·· 
Work Experience 
1. Worked as Calculating Machine 
Operator for National Association 
of Wheat Processorso 
2t yrso9 from 12-QS to 5-68 
Used Monroe and Marchant electric 
calculators to find average costs 
of production9 distrihution of 
wheat~ probable acreagep etCos 
Entered figures on tableso (][d 
not type tableso ) Followed 
formula already worked out by 
statisticians for determining 
figurese ][d mnltiplication9 
division$ addition9 and sub-
traction. 
Exercise Nco 7 
Alice Smith 
( 
·cc•=<•m=~~"'"'"''"'""""·- -~-,-=~-===,_~...,--=,.~~-"-~='-~-···~··-
~RAINEE"S EXAMPLE SHEET 
Trainin.g 
lc Graudated f!"om. M'ari..;insburg 
High School (regular 
academic course) 9 Julie 1965 
No vocationally significant 
subjectso 
2o ~ttended Comptameter Training 
Schools Novembers 1965o 
Completed 5-week course in 
comptometer operationo Learned 
additionp subtractions multi-
plications:> division and square_ 
rooto 
I WE I~ 
Personal Cha~ct~ristics 
Phyai ca 1 Sta. tua 
No physic~l disaOilltieso 
Vocational Preference 
No expressed vocational 
preferenceo 
CLASSITICA.TION WORK CHART 
Ire I OCCUPATIONAL ='!: I CODE 
( 
Worlt: ll>cperience 
lo Worked as Tracer for Modern 
Homes9 IncaS! manufa~tLrers of 
prefabricated housing units. 
2 yrs ., from 6-66 to 6-68 
Traced drawings made by Draftsman 
for plans for prefabricated 
houses of various designs, Used 
tracing paper (no oloth tracing) 
T-square9 compas s9 and other 
regular drafting toolso 
Ex.ercise Noo 8 
Phillip Wilson 
( ( 
TRAINJ!:l!:' S l!:XAMP!.l!: SHl!:l!:T 
Training 
1. Graduated from Martinnlle 
High School, 1964 
Course included 4 semesters 
Mechanical Drawing. 
2o Completed 2~year drafting 
Personal Characteristics 
Physical Status 
No physical di sabi li ties 
Vocational Preference 
c.ourse at Columbia Polytechnioal 
Wants a job in drafting 
doing detailed drawing 
or worldng planso . School, 1966. 
Learned use of all drafting 
tools; learned scale drawing 
from sketches and from working 
models, 
I T.lfE 
CLASTIFICATICJN WORK CHA'\T 
IT 
I PC I OCr;rJl'ATICJ'TAL TITJ,E I CODE 
Wo:rk Experience 
lo Worked as a Grinder and Chipper 
for the American Shipbuilding Coo 
2 yrs., from 5-66 to 5-68 
Operated chipping hammers and 
portable grinders to remove excess 
stock fran rough steel plate to be 
fitted into ship constructiono 
Removes sharp edges or burrs9 using 
hand file~ 
2o Worked as Shingle Sawyer for 
Continental Lumber Campanyo 
2 weeks, from 4-15 to 4-3~6 
Operated an automatic~ vertical 
circular saw to out shingles from 
cedaro Inspected shingles as fell 
fram saw·for defects of knots9 
rotted parts~ or other defectso Dis-
carded defective shingleso Dropped 
good shingles in chute to be sent to 
Shingle Packer, 
(This is a higher skilled job (667.885)• 
direct promotion from Shingle Packer., 
Applicant says9 ho~~er9 that on account 
of such short time he does not think he 
could do the saw operation now) 
3~ Worked as Shingle Packer for Continental 
Lumber Co,.. 
3 yrs from 4-63 to 4-66 
Exercise Noc 9 
George Brown 
TRAINEE'S EXAM.PLE SHEET 
Training 
1. Graduated from TOW!lship Higb 
School (regular Academic 
course), 1956 
No vocationally significant 
subject so 
(Continued on next page) 
~ 
WE T 
Pe~sona1 Characteristics 
Physical Status 
No physical dlsabilitleso 
Vocational Preference 
No special vocational 
preference., Will take any 
job in the skilled or send-
Bkilled category he has hado 
CLASSIFICATICN WORK CHART 
PC OCCUPATICNAL TITLE co~ 
( ( ( 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE SHEET 
Work Experi enoe 
3o Packed shingles into bundl.es for ship:nentc 
Counted to insure specified quantitieso 
Bound bundle• of 50 or 100 shingles using 
McKesson tying machine to tie bundles 
with wireo Loaded tied bundles by hand 
onto flat truck, 
4 0 Worked as Rough Carpenter for various contractors~ 
Johnson-Blending, 1 yr,, from 4-61 to 4-63 
Fuller Construction Coe~ from 4=59 to 4-61 
Home Builders~ Inco~ 3 or 4 months~ 1959 
Barrett Co, about 6 months, 1959 
Put up framework for residence constructivno 
Worked from blueprints or oral instruction:so 
Used circular saw to cut lumbero Put up 
braces,;~ joists!' rafters.~~ and studdingo Built 
porch f~eso Worked as helper on Barrett 
jobs for about 3 monthso 
5o Worked as member of crew in Logging Campo 
2t yr,, from 6-56 to 1-58 
Did forestry work (tree planting) and duties 
clearing camp grounds, and cleaning c~p buildingso 
Exercise Noo 9 
George Brown 
CLA.SSIITCATIOO 1'freK CHART 
I ~ I T ! PC I =rPATIOOAL TITL~ l CODE 
Work Ex:perlence 
1. Worked as Baker for Corrmerce 
Baking Company 
8 mosop from 9-67 to 5-68 
Maxed dough for loaf bread and 
rolls~ occasionally for cakes 
and pastries9 according to 
0 
fcnnulae 0 Tended baking ovens 
Supervised ? Baker&s Helperso 
2 0 UoSo Army (Camp Malone) 
3 yrso 9 from 8-64 to 8-67 
Baked bread and pies for detach-
ments of 50 to 500 meng 
3o Wor'~ed as Punch Press Operator for 
Victory Aircraft Mfgo~ Corpo 
2 yrso~ from 5=62 to 5-64 
Set. up and opera ted power press that 
automatically fed bars~ blanks; or 
continuous roll of sheet metal into 
position under ramo Turned knobs tu 
synchronize action of feed bar and pinch 
rollers~ with feed and takeoff conveyor 
and automatic action of rrune Positioned 
and clamped feed guideso Threaded metal 
strip from play-out reel through pinch 
rollers~ or loaded hopper ~th metal 
blanks.:> 
4o Various farm jobs after completing schoolo 
4 yrs to 5-62 
Exercise No~ 10 
Charles Cooper 
T R A I N E E ' S EXAMPLE 
Training 
lQ Completed 8th grade at Bellevu~ 
· Grade Schoclo 
2o Completed training in Rakerus 
School 9 Crump Crockett 9 Uo So Army 
384 hours~ 6-65Q 
Classroom instruction (96 hours) 
in bread9 doughs 9 fermentation~ 
proofing and baking9 grains and 
flours 9 leavening agents~ formulae~ 
sanitation9 equipment9 and main~ 
tenance2 bakery operationso 
Practical training (288 hours) 
in baking garrison and field 
bread under all conditionso 
----k"""""""'"""'"="'"''~"'''~----
S R E E T 
Personal Characteristics 
Physical Status 
No physical di8abi1itieso 
Voc~tional Preferenae 
Wants to return to machine 
punch press Jcbo Does not 
WSfit to continue in bakery 
worko 
Interviewe:rvs Di3cussivn 
Interviewer gave information that there ~re at present 
availa:ble openings in the bakery prod:u.cts business at hi~ 
level of skillo Intervi~er gave infonnation that openings 
in aircraft manufa.c'turlng were decliningo Punch pres:3 
operation$ of course 9 could exist in any of several other 
indu~tries~ though at present no openings were availableo 
MrG Cooper then said he would cor1Bider either kind of worlro 
CLASSIFICATICN WORK CRART 
WE T PC OCCUP A TICNAL TITLE 
t 
com: 
( 
(> ~ ( 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE 
lfo:F.:t: h~erienoe '!1·~~a::r.:.ing 
lo Worked as General Maid for 
Mrso Ho Ke Delongs 1345 West Aveo~ 
Kerrw·oodo 
4 yrso~ frcm 3=64 tv 3=68 
Prepared meal~ (luncheon and 
dinner) for f~ly of f~uro 
Uoed menus prepared by employe~, 
PurehaBed foodo Cared for 2 
children 8 and 10 yrso old fran 
3 to 6 after schoolo Washed and ironed 
family clothe• (no flat wcrk)o (Used 
automatic washing machine9 Simplex 
mangle,) Cleaned house (8 romns)o 
Did not wash w.indcmso Live ina 
Interviareri s Discussion 
Interviewer gave information that plants were doing 
lirrdted hirings~ openings for ~lding positions were 
not numerouse Discussed with applicant qualificationB 
lo Attended Aj:a.x Comme::. .. ~ia.l 
Welding Schc.{Jl 20 wkso 
42 hrs o pe1~ week, GottF-· 
pleted course 8=68. 
Learned arc and acetylene 
~lding3 Four positioa~o 
Passed ASME test, 8-3D-68. 
in household worko Applicant expressed her ~llingnesB 
to t~ke either kind of wo~, if household opening of 
same kind of work had had in past was available~ though 
would want welding as preference if opening should ooouro 
Ex:ercise Noo 11 
Jennie Hunt 
SHEET 
1'/E 
( 
Peraonal Characteri~t.ics 
P"nysica"l Sta:ta<l3 
No ph:rsica.l di sa.l:d .. 1i tiee o 
Vocational Preference 
Wants a job in whioh she can 
use welding trainingo 
Wants to leave ho·<J.sehold. 
emplc:yment o 
CLASSIFIG~~ON WC'~v ~~RT 
T PG ~CUPATT0l!AL TT'I'J}I:: ~om~ 
I 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE SHEET 
Work l'll!:perlence T:t'lliniug 
No work experienceo 
$ Interviewer dete~ned that at this speed 
she 'WaS competitive with experienced kE!!y 
punch operatorso 
Exercise Noo 12 
Mary Haye• 
lo Graduated :from. Tawn~hlp High 
School (regu~~r acadende 
course) l968o 1 •emo Typin;(o 
2o Attended Continental Busines~. 
Machines Co~ 9 Training School 
to 8=68o 
Ca::o:pleted ~eek course in 
operation of CBMKey Punch 
Machineo Attained speed of 
o 9000 St?Okes per houro 
Class of practice exercises 
in punching data fr~ sales 
and other depto store reeora~~ 
and dummy insurance premium 
record8 and policy brief card~w 
Hawever8 these subjecd matters 
were chosen only for px~cticeo 
Skill is the s~e regardless at 
data punehedo 
WE T 
-"b'""'""'"'=;"'""'""'""""·-="'' 
Personal CharactePisti~~ 
Phyal.eal i:ltat11• 
Ne physical disab:i 11 tieS'-o 
Vocational Preference 
No vocational preference 
except to Jmke use of training 
~eeivedo 
CLASSIFICATICN WORK CHART 
PC OCCUPATICNAL TITLJ': com: 
f 
Woft: Th:pel:'ien"e 
Colem.o M&nufacturlng Company 
4 Y~:; to 5=68 
Ma.chinia:t Apprentiae 
Exercise Noo 13 
Carl Smith 
( 
T R A I N E E ' B EXAMPLE SHEET 
Training 
lo Conrp1et-ed 4 yrso f'o'fmal 
:MAchinist a:ppren-{.iceehip 11a.y 
1968 at the Coleman Manufaetur= 
ing Ccmpat!)"o 
Applieant presented list o'l? 
machines proficient to operate 
and number of hours on eaeho 
Applicant presented list af 
departments in company and 
number af hours in each in. whiah 
he wcrked to train for subsequent 
supervisory capacity~ to read and 
interpret blueprints,. t.o plan. 
routing of work~ learn equipment 
available in tool room,., and typre:3 
of material in stock roiYiilo 
Attended Edison Vocational School 
to gain supplementary training in 
blueprint readingp mechanical 
dra~ng9 and machine operation§ 
for a 4=yro total of 800 hou~o 
WE 
( 
Perac.nai. Cham~t,erl.sti.-c:~ 
Phveiea.l Status 
No -phy;s§ .. ca.1 di~abi1itie~., 
Voaa.tion.a1 Pr-eferenae 
Want:s a job in a job machine 
shop9 so he ~11 not lose 
the variety of ski 11~ he hae 
aequirea in trainingo 
CLASSIFICATION WO'llr C!fART 
T PC I OCCUPATIONAL =:~: I CODE 
--"·=•'"'"'-'' '"''"gc,-;•• -- "'"='·'~'~""' ----·--I='""'"""""~=Oco;"' '"''''-~--=~"'·"'""'""'-''""""' --," ""··•-"''""" "''---
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE SHEET 
Work EXperience Training Personal Characteristics 
lo Worked as Receptionist for Johnson 
and Johnson9 Manufacturers and 
Distributors of ProdUction 
MachineryQ 
11 mcsos from 6-6/ to 5-68 
Was Receptionist for Sales 
Divisiono Received prospective 
clients~ dealers~ and sub-jobbers 
for the company9 salesmen fran 
other fi~s~ and sales force9 
or personnel from other depart-
ments of the company, Scheduled 
for appointments or tO s-ee finn 
representative immediately according 
to her judgment of importance of visito 
Scheduled road salesmen for inteMfiews 
with heads of departments on their 
return from road() No switchboard or 
PBX worko 
Exercise Noo 14 
Gloria Brawn 
4\, 
lo Attended night course~ typing~ 
Stover Business ~ehoolo 
2 a em., 3 hrs" week--8-67 to 
5~68 while workingo 
Local Office typing test result 
was score of 55 wpmo 9 accuracy 
A, 6-15-68o 
WE 
~ 
T 
Physical Statuo 
No physical dlsabilitiesQ 
Vocational Preference 
Wants a job either &s 
Receptionist or Typist, 
or combination.., 
CLASSIFICATICN W1JRK CHART 
PC OCCUPATICNAL TITLE COUE 
( 
Work Experience 
lo ?forked as Welder9 Ccmbination fer 
Victory Shipbuilding Co~, 
~!'"' 
2 yrso 9 fr~ ~66 to 6-68 
Used acetylene and arc hand 
welding torches to weld steel 
and steel alloy plates for ship 
bulkhead constrnctiono Welded 
flat and horizontal positionso 
Exercise Noo 15 
Virginia Smith 
( 
T R A I N E E ' S EXAMPLE 
Training 
Attended Ajax Commerica1 Welding 
School 20 weeks~ 42 hrso per 
weeko Campleted caurse 4=66o 
Took arc and acetylene ~1dingo 
Four positionso Failed to pass 
ASME testa 
( 
SHEET 
Personal Characteristics 
Physical Status 
No physical disabi'ii ties 
Vocational Preference 
Wants job as weldero 
CLASSIFICATION 'II0'1K ~T 
I WE I T I PC I OXUPATIONAL TITLE I com: 
Work Experience 
lo Worked a:s a. salesma.n9 .Au.tomoti ve 
parts, Smith & Jones Company 
10 yrso 10-58 to 12-68 
Sold small automotive partsp tools9 
oil and cleaning chemicals to garages9 
5ervice stationsp and car dealers in 
southern half of Iowa 
2o Worked as Autcmobile Service Station 
Attendant at" ABC Service Station 
2 yrs 1956 to 10-58 
3e Worked as Laborer for Super:l.oo;o 
Building Cmnpany 
9 mo 1955-56 
Helped carpenter in building new 
residenceso Kept supplied w:i. th 
lumbero 
Ex:ercise Noo 16 
Roscoe Atkins 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE SHEET 
Training 
Graduated Wi lliamsbarg High 
School - 1955 
;,~~'""'""="'=='·"--·=-, .,-=~·~"''·•"''"''-
Personal ·Characteristics 
Physical Status 
No physical disabilities 
Vooationa1 Preferenee 
Wants to get out of sales 
tired of travelinge 
Interviewer reviewed with the applicant, his statement 
about -wanting to get out of saleso Applicant said he 
would like to continue in sales if he didn't have to be 
away from home overnighto 
CLASSIFICATION WORK CHART 
WE T PC OCCUPATIONAL TITLE 
# (. 
com: 
( 
Work·Experlence 
lo Wot.ked as salesperson9 general in 
~ones Depa~ent Store 
4 months B-68 to 1-69 
Sold costume jewelry and novel~ 
ties at counter in center kiSle of 
main flooro Made out sales tickets$) 
operated cash{ ·register9 relie;ved 
clerk at other counter as assignedo 
2o Warked as wa.i tress at Busy Bee Cafe 
11 months to 7-68 
3 9 Housewife other than aboveo 
Elcercise Noo 17 
WiJ.na White 
( 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE 
Training 
Finished 3 yr8o at Welton 
High Sohoolo Left 1962 
No significant vucational 
subjectti.., 
( 
SHEET 
Personal Characteristics 
Physical Status 
No physical d:isabi li ties 
Vocational Preference 
Wants m>rk in department 
stereo No waitress 
G'...A.SSIFICATICJN WO'tr ~ 
I WE I T I PC I O'XUPATIONfl.L TITLE I CODE-
Work Experience 
1. Worked as Tractor Operator for _:\tlas 
Engineering Coo 
· 3 yrso3~ from l---65 to 2-68.-. 
Drov~ 90 hp caterpillar tractor 
to pull a 12 ydo LeTourneau scrapero 
Changed LeTourneau cables9 and did 
tractor repa.iro 
2. Worked as Brlck Sorter for Columbia 
Brick Coo 
2 yrs., from l-63 to l-65 
Sorts brick: according to form, color!' 
and surface characteristicsa EX~nes 
bri~ks for defects9 such as cracks• 
chipped edges, squareness and discolor-
mente Sorts into piles. discards unusable 
productso 'When left was averaging 2000 to 
ZSOO small bricks per houro 
3o Worked as TruCk Driver for Benson Construction 
Coo~ Building Gonstructiono 
2 yrs., from 1-61 to 1-63 
Drove heavy Mack truck, haulin( pipes, 
lumber, and brick for building con-
strut!:ti ono 
4.-. Other construction and brickyard 
laboring jobs. 
1958-1961 
Exercise Noo 18 
Robert .Tones 
,~-"~='·"'~''·''. ,-j"'"'"'"''""~""""""''""""='·"-'''' 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE SHEET 
Training 
lo Finished 2 Yf'S_o at 
Tarnship High School 
Left 1958. 
No significant vocational 
subjeotso 
Personal Characteristics 
l'hysical Statns 
Right leg amputated above 
knee9 2-68 as a result of 
tractor accident~ Uses two 
crutcheso No climbing, 
carrying or lifting; no 
working near mo'Ving objects~ 
or walking on wet surfaces.-. 
Limited wa'lking or standing. 
Vocational Preference 
Wants any kind of job he can 
do right """'Y• 
Interviewer~s Discussion 
Referred to Vocational RehaOilitation for infonnation as 
to ~ossibility of being fitted for artifici~l limb. 
Referral to be made possible9 according to classification 
assigned in meantimeo 
CLASSIFICATICN WORK Cf!.ART 
I WEI Tl PC I OCCUPATICNAL TITLE l com: 
( 
Work Experience 
lo Worked as Sheet Metal Worker 
in Uo So Navyo 
2 yrso~ fram 5~6 to 5-68 
taid i:.iUt9 fabricated9 and in= 
Bta1led any sheet metal parts for 
ship repair~ oowling9 venti= 
lators~ ducts9 ~pers~ and all 
"'l'i'B.ter-tight shutters£' or sections a·· 
Gut and assembled parts from blue-
print'6 or working drawings<) Fabricated 
from galvanized bright and black iron.ll 
stainless stee19 sheet zinc9 and copper., 
Used bending brake, edger and forming 
machines, bar folder9 and drill pressc 
Used hand pneumatic chisel~ "P!I.eumatic 
riveter~ arc and acetylene hand-
welding equipment and soldering ·iron~< 
Operated power grinder to cut and 
thread-=tool gage to measure pipe 
threads., 
Exercise.Noe 19 
Stephen Smith 
( 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE SHEET 
Training 
Completed basic training and 
Sheet Metal Training 11 moso~ 
5-66 Naval Training Stations 
Grand Islands Illinois 
Training in Mechanical Drawing~ 
reading of blueprints~ sheet metal 
Ja.t:tel"".tl drafting9 welding blue--
_Jrint. reading,!) technical sketehing9 
working drawings from. sketcheso 
W.athematics~ fractions, dec.imalss 
depth~ of cuts!! micrometer read.inEf.~ 
screw threadsD speeds and feeds~ 
spur gearso 
Sheet metal~ Construction of ships~ 
principles of cutting9 angle form-
ing~ rivetingp layout~ and cuttingo 
Uae of machines and hand tools 
(bending9 brakes~ fannin~ machines." 
etco,\) welding and rl v~ting · equipment 
shears and others)., 
( ) 
".J 
Personal Characteristics 
Phvsica1 Status 
Right leg stiff at kaee, r~ 
sul t of b®lb fragment woundg 
5-68o Has not worke a since 
5-68~ Cannot bend knee 0 Can~ 
not kneel or croucho Can 
stand for long periods and 
can walk easilyQ Interviewer 
determined in interview that 
certain parts of i nstallation9 
in cramped quarters fe;.r 
example~ could not be pert'onned~ 
Use of machines and hand touls 
enumerated could still be 
carried on.g, __ alBo layout., 
Voc2tional Preference 
Would like to keep on -.d th 
sheet metal wotkc 
CLASSJFTC~~CN WC"c~ ~~RT 
I WE I T I PC I tl'Xm'ATJO>'ft.L TITL>: I snn<: 
Work hperlence 
lo Worked as Dictaphone Operator 
in Office of Columbia School of 
the Blindo 
1 :rro, frcm 6-67 to 6-68 
Types correspondence9 reports9 
n~paper and periodical 
artieles9 and other materials for 
office staff of Columbia School, 
Uaes Ediphdne or Dictaphoneo 
2o ·Worked as Dietaphone Operator for 
Wilson Insurance~ Inco 
5 yrso~ from 6-62 to 6-67 e 
Operated Di"taphone· in legal depart-
mento l'yped b-rlefij$) Case reports,. 
and Garrespondence" Has occasionally 
done tabular work with tables when set 
up was unifonn for setting of margins 
and stops on typewriterQ 
Exercise Noo 20 
Jane Atkins., 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE 
Training 
Completed 4 years training at 
Columbia School fer the Biindo 
Training equihlent to a.cadoroie 
course at regular high sohoolp plus 
four years of typing~ 2 yrso of 
practice in use of Ediphane and 
Diotaphoneo Learned to set up 
letter~ dra.fts 9 and other materia.lo 
Dbee not use special attachments 
on typewrl tero 
SHEET 
Persenal Characteristics 
Physical Statuo 
Totally blind in both eyeso 
Result of accident with 
fireworks 5 yrso of a~e 0 IB 
able to find way around in~ 
side of hcruse or building 
easilyo Does net attempt 
duwn.t.own streets a1oneo 
Sister will bring to ph ce 
of business if plaaed on 
job, 
Vocational Preference 
Would like job ao l'J!ictaphone 
or Ediphone Operatoro 
CLASSIITCATION" WORK CHART 
p( 
' 
( 
Wo:k l!l:perien"'' 
1. Worked as Wood Calker for 
Americ&!l. Sbip Building Co. 
10 Yl"B•• from 6-58 to 4-68 
Calked seams ,<>f ,hulJ., plaaldng 
and wooden deckso Used cotton 
calking• oalt!m. and calldng 
paint or marine glue. l'lam!ered 
and tamped wi th'·calking~ on 
repair jobs. Did """' twisting 
for <>aktml strsndso Oocaaionally 
used electric melter to melt 
g1uen On repair jobs• removed 
old <l&lkiug with_hooldug irou. 
2. Infantl'y1511 in u. s. A>my. 
2 yrs •• from 6-56 to 6-58. 
J:z:ercise No. 21 
P'ftneis Parker 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE srmmr 
'fndning 
1. Gnr.duated from Spencer High 
Sohool. 1956 
No vocationally significant 
subject. 
( 
Perscmal Cbaraeteristies 
PhySical Ststua 
'l'bree stiffened {ingers on 
left hand caused by injury 2 
months ago. Intervi~r determined 
during interview that applicant 
c""ld net perfo"-"' twisting motion with 
fingersg em left hand. Applicant 
is able to trs"P 111 th whole hand9 for 
"""""1'1"> "" in hc'lding and tampi,., 
with calking tools and -nets. · 
Qm bem\. stoop, etc. 
Vocati <mal. Prefereace 
..,.tO: to eonti""e in calking 
""""!'Stiens. 
CLAS3TI"'C!fiaf WORK Cl!!RT 
I '!f.!: IT 11'C I OCCUPAfi!!fAL m I CODE 
Work Experience 
1., Worked as Drill Press Opet'ator 
Spencer Auto Parts Manufacturing 
Coo 
8 yrs" ·from 6-60 to 6-68 
Operated previously set-up single 
spindle drill presses to drill~ ream 
countersink~ and tap holes in metal 
and plastic p~s on a production 
basiso Move~ lc•er to feed tools 
into ~rkpiece9 and engages automatic 
feed~ Uses gages, micrameters; and 
calipers to check for conformance to 
specifications~ 
2., No other work experienceo 
Exerci.se Noo 22 
Cla.I"a Johnson 
TRJ\INEE 1 S EXJ\MPLE 
Tmining 
lo Attended Powell High Schoo~ 
for 2 yrsQ 
No vocationally significant 
courses c. 
Left school 1955 on account Df 
illness (mastoid infection Which 
resulted in deafnesso} 
'"==''-"'' '''"""''"'"'""="-""'"''"~"'· '''"'·'"~""''~'"'"''". 
SHEET 
Personal Characteristics 
Phr•ica.l Statu• 
Totally aeaf since 15 years 
of age~ result of mastoid 
infectiono Does lip readingQ 
Vaeat1ona1 Preference 
Likes press workwhieh ~he 
has been doing._ 
GL.\SSIITG!TION WORK: CHART 
! 
( ( 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE Sl!EET 
Wo:rk l!lxperlenoe Training 
lo Wo:rked as Bus Boy for Stafford's 
Restaura.nto 
Approxo 2 mos .. ., during 1968 
(Part time) 
Worked. evenings a.nd Saturdays 
as Bus Boy 5 tc 89 and 11 tc 
a. 
2, Worked as Messenger (bicycle) 
:f'11r Acme Photographic Service., 
4 mos., during 1968, (Part time) 
Was Messenger Boy on 5aturda~ 
for Shoppiug News, takiug 
proofs of ads and collecting 
news copy from customers, evenings 9 
and Saturdayso Used awn bicycleo 
Exercise Noo 23 
John !!ill 
Is attending Barr Vocat'lol'il!U 
School, taking Metal Trades 
Courseo Attends week days 9 
9=4o Has crnnpleted 4 semesterB 
each of Machine Shop Practlce9 
Mechanical Drawing~ and Shop 
Mathematic:so Will a'Gtend one 
more year to complete oou.rseo 
Has had classroom instruction 
in operating engine lathes~ 
turr®t lathes~ planers,plus sane 
practice in their set-up and 
operation; also practice punch 
:press9 drill press, power hacksaw$ 
and other similar ma.chi l'ies o 
Wl': 
( 
Personal Characteristic~ 
Physical Statu• 
No physical disah:ilitiesc 
Vocational P?eference 
Wants a part=time job while 
attending ~ehoolo Attends 
school ~ek days from 9=4o 
Would like a job related to 
training but would take anr 
evening or Saturd~y jobG 
C1JASSJITG.6.'~0N 7fC"'~:r ":"'C{~T{T 
'1' ?C ("}?';fTP_h.'I'J;·;;Tfi.J, 'I'J'J'J,~ 
I 
I 
I I 
r:·qn~ 
' I 
' I
I 
I 
,-,,-I""''""""""="""''"''"'""'""'"~"'"-""'"'"'""-'''''''"''""''''"'"''""'""'' 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE S H E E T 
Work E::tperienee Training 
No work: experience 
Interviewer's Discussion 
Graduated from Bradley Vocational 
High School~ June9 1964Q Took 4-year 
Home Economics course., specializing 
in Cookingo 
Training in cooking from regular 
household and quantity cooking 
recipes~ pies~ cakes., vegetables9 
salads9 and meats (roasts and 
small out••) 
Practiced in school cafeteria..., 
S"erved behind counter a.t various 
stations {hot dish, salads, desertsD 
beverages)~ once a week during 
Senior yearo Same training in 
planning ef basic menus~ figuring 
calories fram tables and food value 
for balanced dieto 
Interviewer gave information that openings would possibly be available 
locally in hotels, restaurants~ or institutions in coOking wutk or in 
food se~ngo Explained that openings in private households were 
numerous, but on account of her vocational preference and kind of 
training the local office need not consider her for these openings unless 
she would later want them to. Explained kind of openings that might be 
available in entry cooking which could lead to positions of higher skillso 
Explained food serving mdght also be an entry jobo Intervi~er indicated 
that local office ~uld consider ~e~or openings in institutional or 
cammerical food serving or cookingo 
Applicant indicated that she might accept household job if conditions 
were exceptionally goodo 
Exercise Noo 24 
Mary Jane St"""rt 
i 
WE T 
Personal CharacteriBtios 
Physical Status 
No physical disabilitieso 
Vocational Preference 
Does not want job in pr:i vate 
hame as cook or household 
helpero Would like waitress-
work (either floor or cafe-
teria) or entry job in 
kitchen of large hotel or 
restaurant, or institutiono) 
CLASSIFICATION~ CRART 
PC OCCUPATICNAL TITL!: CODE 
f ( ( 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPbE SHEET 
Work Experience Training 
lo Infantry man in Ug So Army 
3 yrs., from 3-65 to 3-68 
2o Worked as Washer Operator for 
Vernon Laundry. 
6 yrs., from 4-59 to 1-65. 
Operated a s-tevens Model "'A"' auto-
matic washing machine to wash 
gannents~ flat work9 curtains9 and 
blankets. Mixed soap, bleaching, 
blueing or neutralizing solutions 
according to for.mulaee Fed proper 
solution to washer and regulated 
water and steam by hand valves to 
heat to proper temperatureo Removed. 
washed pieces after automatic opera-
tion of machine to drain water and 
re-rotate to whirl moisture frcm 
washed pieces., Worked in temperatures 
80 to 100 degrees. 
3 0 Repaired approximately 30 electrical 
appliances in spare time prior to entry 
in Army9 Repaired toasters, l~ps, 
irons9 and percolators for friends0 
Replaced defective wiring and parts 
such as toaster elements and percolator 
coils, using handtools$ and soldering 
ironB. Followed instructions in an 
electrical repairman's manualQ 
Exercise No o 25 
Frank Clark 
lo Completed basic training course 
in Uo So Army9 Infantry9 4-65o 
2o Graduated frrnn school 
(regular academic course) 
1~1959, 
No vocationally significant 
subjectso 
I WE 
Personal Characteristics 
Physical Status 
Medical discharge fram 
U. So Armys: 3cool58 for malarlao 
Attacko at a. bout 3-month 
intervalso ~st cease work 
and stay in bed three days after 
attacka Takes atabrin according 
to doctor9 s prescriptiono No 
lifting or carrying over 50 lbso 
No work in hot surroundings 
or sudden temperature changeso 
Limi tecl col do 
Vocational Preference 
Wants any type of work he 
can do with his disability. 
Ex:p:eessei! interest in continu-
ing his electrical applianee 
rep&i r wolk., 
CLA3SIITCATICN WORK CHART 
IT I Pc I ocCUPATICNAL m I CODE 
------
Work Experience 
lo Worked as Carpenter in U..,.S. A.rr!r:f 
Cmnp Powells and overseaso 
4 yrs., from 6-64 to 5-68 
Bu:i 1 t f onns and frame work for 
mess halls9 recreation huts9 
barracks... Used electric rip 
and cross-cut saws. Worked 
from blueprints or oral instruc-
tions,. 
2o Worked as Carpenter for Bennett 
Remodeling Co., did repair and 
a·onstruction work: for stores and 
other business buildings •. ' 
2 yrs ., from 4-62 to 4-64. 
Did rough carpentry ll'Ork in 
remodeling store fronts, preparatory 
to wurk.of finish carpentero Tore 
down old forms as necessaryo Build 
frames~ nailed joists9 studding, 
rB.fters, and bra.Ces. Nailed on 
siding. Used cut-off saw for cutting 
and mi ter:tng. Wbrlt:ed fran blu-eprints. 
Exercise No. 26 
Frank Morris 
'""<'~'"'"''""''"''""'·""''""·· ..... , .. ,.,,.,==m=='=='"""'"""''" ''"'·'"'£=''''~"'"'''''~''·'=~,,~, .. , ... 
T R A I N E E ' S EXAMPLE 
Training 
1. Williams High School 
Completed 10 grade. 
Attended evening class at 
Norton Vocational School 
in corernaking - 1t moso 
4-62 to 5-62. 
SHEET 
Was given classroom instruc-
tion and demonstration on haw 
to make one piece sand cores 
by hand for metal castings~ 
No baking. 
~---~---"-
Personal Characteristics 
Phvsical Status 
No physical disabilities. 
Vocational Preference 
Would like carpentry work 
or core-making o Thinks 
w·ould like machine core-
. making. 
CLA.SSTI'IC!TION WORJC CHART 
f_nl'l~~~-~~-
i i 
( 
Work Experience 
1 o Superior Grocery StoN 
~6 to ~8 (part time a.nd sumner) 
Produce Clerk = Sorl.s and bags 
fruit and vegetables8 keep~ produ~e 
bin:!< filledo 
Exercise Noo Z7 
Kenneth Carpenter 
( 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE SHEET 
Training 
lo Graduated from .Jcnea High 
School = June 1968o 
Uo So Navy 6=68 to 12=68 
Completed ~} months of a 6-rr1onth 
electronic techniuian school in 
Navyo Course included fundamen= 
tals of electricity and elec-
tl"onics o (Unable to complete 
becauge of illnesso) 
( 
PeTs onal Cha.ra.cteri stio~S 
Physical Sta.tu'8 
No physical O.isabilitieao 
Had pneumonia while in 
service ana develaped heart 
murmu7>o No e·!Tldence si nee 
diseha:rgeo 
Vocational Preferenc~ 
Wants to· use Navv training 
would like wo?k in electron~ 
iesc Does not ~lan further 
sohoolingo 
CLASSIITCATICN WORK C!LI.RT 
I 
WE 
IT I PC I OCCUPATIONAL TITLE 
I 
CODE 
Work Experience 
1. Worked as a Salesperson at the 
Imperial Used FUrniture Store, 
2 yrs,, 9-55 to ~8 
.Sold used furni turep bedsl' draper:ies9 
.:pictures, "and some clothing in a second-
hand storeo Advises customer on 
selection; discusses fabric and con-
struction of furniture. Makes out 
sales ticketp operates cash register. 
2. Housewife other than above6 
Exercise No. 28 
Clam Bluegrass 
(' 
,t 
TRAINEE'S EXAMPLE 
Training 
1, Attended Clay High School for two 
years to 1950o 
No vocationally significant courses~ 
SHEET 
Personal Characteristics 
Physical Status 
Says in good health, 
Vocational Preference 
Wants to continue in sales work 
of some t~e. Recently moved 
to the ei ty. 
CMIISIITC&fi(lll" 1'10!11: ClfAII'f 
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